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Intelligent Web-platform for Enabling Microgrids
and Energy Sharing

Shievam Kashyap, Christoph Schaffer, Christoph Muck, Christoph Plank
Department of Energy and Mobility,

University of Applied Sciences Upper Austria, Austria
{firstname.lastname}@fh-hagenberg.at

Abstract—Increased renewable penetration propelled by sev-
eral international climate change initiatives and political thrusts
of sovereign governments has changed the energy distribution
arrangements. Microgrids (MGs) and peer-to-peer (P2P) energy
sharing are considered attractive solutions. However, the inves-
tigation of feasibility for such solutions is often dependent on
large amounts of user data. We propose a web-based platform to
explore potential sites and assist the process of establishing MGs
and P2P energy sharing. The platform incorporates psychological
aspects and behaviour of users to collect relevant user data. The
envisaged system can work with a minimal amount of data to
provide intermediate results, which further improve based on
the availability of more information from users. Additionally,
the tool is capable of being coupled with other optimisation and
simulation solutions. The uniqueness of this system lies in the
fact that this platform is competent in validating the feasibility
of solutions in multiple dimensions including technical, economic,
and legal.

Index Terms—Microgrids, Data Collection, Peer-to-peer energy
sharing, Industrial Energy Sharing, User Interaction

I. INTRODUCTION

The evolution of general purpose technologies, such as
deep learning and blockchain, has opened new horizons for
optimised microgrids and P2P energy sharing solutions. The
landscape of P2P energy sharing projects has populated lately
with several projects aiming to solve ‘energy trilemma’ [1].
Many such recent energy sharing solutions are explained in
[2], [3]. Investigating the feasibility of such solutions, as
surveyed in [4], often requires in-depth knowledge about the
consumption and production patterns of the intended users.
Furthermore, many studies conducted for optimisation of such
solutions also primarily rely upon the data provided by users
[5], [6]. However, the scarcity of information regarding the
intended users’ consumption and production patterns is still
a major hindrance. Users often face trust and privacy issues
while sharing their information with a platform [2], [7]. This
leads to inconsistencies between their actions and beliefs. As
a result, collecting energy data from users is not easy where
the users may face cognitive dissonance. We realised this
in the process of exploring feasible locations for prospective
microgrids.

To efficiently handle the data scarcity issues and to contin-
uously engage with the users by providing tailor-made user

interaction, we developed a novel web-based platform. We
used well-established psychological aspects at the core of our
tool. Specifically, our user-centric model is based on long-
standing ‘Consistency Principle’ [8], [9], according to which
people strive for consistency in their actions and behaviours.
In addition, our method enables the users to find potential
energy-trading partners in their geographical vicinity.

Often a colossal amount of information is sought from users
to find this potential. We avoid collecting large amount of
data by using an incremental approach of data acquisition. Our
platform facilitates the exploration of potential energy sharing
and microgrid clusters with minimal efforts of the users. Inspi-
ration of this incremental approach hails from the spiral model
described in [10]. The system initiates the process of finding
potential users by exploring complementarity in geographical
clusters so to have fewer technical constraints during realisa-
tion of the proposed MGs. Selection of geographical clusters is
conducted in a repetitive fashion to consider a large variety of
possible combinations of users. These combinations are refined
for more realistic estimations in subsequent iterations, each
focusing on different dimensions involved such as technical,
legal and economic boundary conditions. Although the system
is envisaged to cater the needs of domestic and industrial
sectors simultaneously, however, it prefers an inclusion of
commercial or industrial users within the clusters. Preference
to explore MGs potential by collaborating with commercial
users is based on the underlying fact that the industrial sector
accounts for the largest share of final end-use energy demands
[11]. Since energy acts as an important factor of production,
commercial users are likely to be driven with the aim to reduce
the factor cost. There lies a higher economic incentive for such
large consumers to trade energy with their peers due to energy
feed-in tariffs being lower than purchase tariffs in many parts
of the globe [12], [13].

II. METHODOLOGY

With the evolution of more efficient energy systems and
increased renewable penetration, the ecosystem of energy
distribution is transforming dynamically in all concerned
spheres. Economically, the energy costs are being volatile.
Legally, the policies of the respective administrations bring
changes to statutory frameworks in order to accommodate the
new technological advancements. Additionally, these technical
advancements bring more cost effective solutions. This forms a978-1-6654-4875-8/21/$31.00 ©2021 IEEE
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vicious cycle and might make an energy sharing solution more
lucrative with time, which otherwise was earlier discarded
due to its infeasibility. Therefore, the same geographical
spatial domain can witness new clusters of the energy sharing
participants with the change in temporal domain. This brings
a need of continuous evaluation of already recommended or
existing energy sharing clusters for higher benefits to all the
stakeholders.

It has been observed that many platforms, developed to
collect user information, face a problem of user retention.
This issue stems from the fact that the response rate of
the user and the length of the questionnaire are negatively
correlated to each other [14], [15]. The requirement of higher
cognitive skills along with a long questionnaire makes the
process of data input a cumbersome task for the user. Laying
special emphasis on avoiding these well-established problems
associated with user data collection approaches, cross-domain,
multidimensional and robust methodology has been envisaged.
We designed an algorithm to dynamically ask pieces of infor-
mation based on the behaviour of the user and the requirement
of that information. The algorithm selects a question to be
displayed only if the answer to it could help in reaching to
a conclusive result. We incorporate ‘foot-in-the-door method’
[16] of consistency principle, according to which persons tends
to maintain consistency in their behaviour by accepting a
bigger request if they have earlier accepted a smaller one. As
the questions to the users are asked dynamically, the system
provides a tailored experience with higher user retention.
Our methodology envisions to provide a preliminary rough
estimate based on the minimal efforts from the user.

As Fig.1 illustrates, the system forms different combinations
of the users into finite clusters. A cluster is defined as a
group of minimum two companies having complementarity
for energy sharing. One company can be a part of multiple
clusters but can not be included multiple times in the same
cluster.

C1

C5

C3

C2

C4
C7

C6

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3C8

C9

Fig. 1: Clustering of companies (Cx) based on technical,
economic and legal feasibility. A company can be a part of
one of more clusters.

All the possible combinations of energy sharing users in
a cluster are evaluated by stratifying the solutions based on
available user-data. First stratum, the initial solution space,
is envisaged to provide preliminary results and the accuracy
of results is improved with each progressive stratum. Once
the users finds an interesting solution, they can provide more
information to improve results by proceeding to the next stra-

tum. All the plausible solutions are saved in the solution space
which is further evaluated over time as and when a condition is
changed in technical, economic and legal dimensions. When
a considerable change occurs in one of the dimensions, the
system notifies the concerned users. Evaluation of all the
strata over time enables us to reflect the contemporary solution
space rather than continuing with just the solutions which
were profitable at the time of initial investigation. Fig. 2
summarises the process of stratification where Stratum 1st

corresponds to the initial solution space containing all the
plausible cluster combinations. These solutions are iterated
with more data provided by users to reach Stratum nth,
where each progressing stratum increases the accuracy of
results and discards the clusters which are found inconceivable
due to infringement of boundary conditions. These solutions
are evaluated at time t1 but as technical, legal and economic
conditions change with time, the system reworks n times
for nth change, represented by the iteration at time tn. It
is crucial to reflect contemporary situations, for instance, if
the prices change then a particular solution which was earlier
not economically viable can now become more profitable.
Additionally, the platform also provides for sensitivity analysis
to the users where they can simulate the effects of small
changes in technical, legal or economic conditions. Examples
of use-cases of sensitivity analysis include the impact of
change in energy tariff on the number of plausible clusters
for energy sharing. Policy makers, for instance, can recog-
nise the legal bottlenecks which act as hindrance to energy
sharing. Strata are designed in a fashion to focus on only the
parameters which are required to evaluate a potential solution
and therefore the system avoids excessive data collection. This
approach saves users from situations where they invest time,
but the results are disproportionately disappointing for them.
For instance, a user provides a huge amount of information,
but there are no potential energy-sharing partners available in
the vicinity.
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Fig. 2: Stratification depicting evaluation of different potential
solutions, where stratum Stratum 1st contains all plausible
solutions. Accuracy of these solutions is increased with more
user information. The process of evaluation is reiterated over
time to reflect chnages in boundary conditions.
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Furthermore, the designed platform makes a significant
departure from the traditional approach of using long static
forms as questionnaires to request information from users.
These static questionnaires have a fixed structure and sequence
of questions where all the required pieces of information
are shown together to the user. This negatively impacts the
user experience as the user tends to perceive that the system
requires a lot of information and efforts to fill the data input
fields in one go. To avoid user discouragement, we designed
the system to provide anthropomorphism which also serves as
the basis of chat-bots. The system displays one question at a
time and motivates the user to provide the required piece of
information. Users can respond to each question by answering,
skipping or saving it to answer later. Once the system gets the
user response, it selects the next question to be asked which
can be regarding (a) the structure of the company; (b) the
values to the parameters of user-selected components; or (c)
general information. Additionally, the platform leverages the
Zeigarnik effect [17], [18] to encourage users to provide more
information by displaying the saved questions again during the
next session.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

To realise this methodology, we developed a robust system
with several building blocks each having dedicated functions.
These blocks are exhibited in Fig. 3 and are briefly explained
in subsequent subsections.

User Interface

Visualization

List of Questions Dashboard

Dynamic 
System 
Builder

External Data (User Input) Feedback/Results

Simulation/OptimizationExternal Data (IoT-Link)

Cards – Tiles 

Message 
Handling

Questioning 
Engine User Model

Pool of 
Questions

Template 
Pool

Boundary 
Conditions

Legal

Technical

Economic

Fig. 3: Overview of System Architecture illustrating different
building blocks along with their interactions with each other.

A. Dynamic System Builder

Dynamic System Builder, hereafter referred to as DSB
functions as the central foundational block, responsible for

intelligent and efficient coordination between all other ele-
ments of the system. Intended energy sharing partners can
be grouped together on an abstraction layer in terms of their
energy infrastructure. It constitutes of components like an
office building, factory, battery storage, photo-voltaic system.
Each component in turn consists of some basic parameters
such as name, address, energy consumption value, production
values, associated tariff and the likes. An extensive list of
parameters that a user may need during the course of operation
was conceived based on several rounds of interactions with
industrial partners. In order to set values to these parameters,
there are three possible sources: (a) values provided by the
user; (b) values calculated by sub-components; or (c) values
estimated using indirect references, for instance, replacing the
required load profile with typical sector-specific load profile.

Component Template

Parameters

Office Factory

PV

Structure design

Fig. 4: Parameters are attached to ‘Company’ component
to make ready-to-use component template. Such component
templates combine to form structure design of a user.

DSB associates the required parameters to the components
in a hub and spoke fashion in order to generate templates.
These component templates are arranged based on the user
inputs to create a tree structure representing the energy infras-
tructure of the users. Therefore, the structure encapsulates all
the required information about a user’s energy infrastructure.
This is used by the system to populate the solution space for
stratification and find relevant results for the users. Fig. 4 ex-
plains this with an example where the parameters ‘Name’, ‘Ad-
dress’, ‘Electricity Consumption’ and ‘Electricity Production’
are attached to the ‘Company’ component, thereby creating
a template. As the user adds components, the corresponding
templates are used to construct a tree structure. For instance,
‘Company’, ‘Office’, ‘Factory’, and ‘PV’ are the components
added by the user in Fig. 4.

Moreover, DSB can be customised to provide relevant
parameters to other simulation or optimisation algorithms.
Furthermore, it collects the final results of such simulations
and transmits them to the interface, which in turn exhibits these
results to the user. Therefore, several pieces of information are
joined by DSB to bring this methodology from the lab to the
user, as also further referred to in the following subsections.

Fig. 5 depicts a detailed process workflow diagram, where
‘Start’ denotes the initiation of user interaction with the
system. System refines the results till the user stops the process
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Fig. 5: Overview of process flow showing the interaction of users with the system. All plausible solutions are checked for
viability by applying boundary conditions. These solutions are refined with the help of more user information.

and reiterates the evaluation of all plausible solutions to reflect
contemporary situation corresponding to changes in boundary
conditions.

B. Questioning Engine

The ability to record the actions of the user has provided
an edge in developing an algorithm that considers various
parameters to decide the next question to be asked to the user.
Questioning Engine (QE) serves as a broker between the ‘User
Model’ and ‘DSB’. Selection of a question is made on the
basis of (a) the need for a particular piece of information by
the system (DSB) and (b) the state of the user (User Model).

Based on the willingness of the users to answer a question,
a ‘willingness score’ is assigned to each question. This score
progressively updates depending upon the response of each
participating user for the corresponding answer. The willing-
ness score for a question reduces if a user denies to answer and
vice versa. The questions are classified into ‘Easy’, ‘Medium’
and ‘Difficult’ according to the associated willingness score.

C. User Model

User Model creates a unique profile for every user which
is used to provide a customised experience. Furthermore, this
component is responsible to track the state of the user and
provide recommendations to the ‘QE’ regarding the type of
question to be asked at a particular instance of time. It records
the time of use of the user, the time since login to the
current session, the speed of answering, and the answering
pattern of the user. The user speed is used to further classify
questions into long and short, however, a direct relation is
found to be unsuitable as the user speed can also be affected
by various socio-linguistic factors. Considering this, the User
Model provides a ‘User-Factored User Speed’ to categorise
the questions into long or short questions. Average time taken

by the user (across all the answered questions) to the global
average yields the factor. This information is key to generate
a classification of questions, which is then used to generate a
unique sequence of questions for the user.

As explained earlier, the system works on the consistency
principle of psychology where an easy question is asked before
asking questions that need relatively higher efforts. The user
model aims to ask the difficult question once the user has
already elapsed some time of session since login. System sets
a preferred sequence of questions into two legs. The first leg
focuses on developing user interest, whereas the second half
anticipates the user to maintain consistency [19] and answer
the difficult questions. Therefore, the system makes the initial
sequence by dividing the first leg into easy-short, easy-long,
medium-short and medium-long questions. The second leg
contains slots for difficult-short question and difficult-long
questions.

The QE tracks users’ behaviour and conveys to the user
model, which changes the initial sequence of questions, if
required. A question is not considered as a skipped question
if the user spends less time than the time required to read
the question. If this trend continues for multiple consecutive
questions, then the system assumes that the user has lost
interest and he may end the session in the immediate future.
In such situations, the questions are paused and intermittent
information is provided by the interface to the user, with an
intention to redevelop the interest of the user. If the session is
left unattended at any point in time, then the order of questions
is rearranged from scratch by the user model.

D. Boundary Conditions

There are technical, legal and economic constraints asso-
ciated with a project for its implementation, especially in
the case of energy trading and microgrids [20]. We enu-
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Fig. 6: Screenshot presenting Questioning Page of the user-interface. The page is cleanly divided into three panes, where the
left pane serves as dynamic indexing of questions. Interactive elements, for users to answer queries, are contained in the middle
pane. Right pane provides visual feedback of user data along with additional information.

merate these constraints as boundary conditions to check
the economic, technical and legal feasibility of a proposed
solution. Each discovered potential solution of energy sharing
is evaluated using these boundary conditions. Solutions that
are insurmountable to these boundary conditions are filtered
out thereby saving precious time of the user. These constraints
are discovered with the help of contributors and experts from
respective domains. Furthermore, all the constraints that give
rise to bottlenecks in the realisation of energy sharing are
enumerated separately. These lists of constraints can motivate
the domain experts to solve the challenges which are hindrance
to energy sharing. For instance, the list of legal constraints is
envisaged to act as feedback to policymakers of the region to
understand laws that are creating bottlenecks.

E. Template Pool

Multiple generic templates are designed for each component
that can potentially be added by a user. These ready-to-
use templates optimise the run-time resources, where each
template attaches the desired properties to the corresponding
component. These templates are stored in the template pool
and are provided to DSB as and when users add the respective
component to their organisation’s structure. As illustrated in
Fig. 4, a template is arranged in hub and spoke model where
the component acts as hub and the properties are attached as
spokes to the hub.

F. Message Handling

The platform is designed not only to limit itself to the users
who belong to an organisation but also to cater services to
energy-aware individuals. These individuals may also include
the professionals who are willing to provide their services,
for example, an independent lawyer or a technocrat. These
individuals can access public profiles, comment or transmit
relevant messages to the organisations that invite feedback.
Therefore, apart from acting as a public forum, this platform
can also suffice as a marketplace for professionals willing
to provide services to organisations. Message handling is re-
sponsible to handle these internal or external communications
between the users.

G. User Interface

Tailored information to the users is a decisive factor for the
fashion in which the users perceive the provided information
[21]. User Interface serves as the crucial link between the
system and the user. From the users’ perspective, the page
is cleanly organised into three panes to help users to interact
with questions while simultaneously having visual feedback
of such interactions. The page provides a summary of the
question on the left. For simplicity, this has been addressed
as ‘Cards’. Cards provide an interactive indexing mechanism
to the asked questions with a summary of the question and
an option to save the question to answer later. Users can
navigate between questions, search for a particular card, or
filter them based on various criteria. The interaction elements
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required for recording the user response are encapsulated in a
section, hereafter named as ‘Tiles’. These tiles are displayed
in the centre column. The system selects and arranges the
required elements of interaction into a tile. The right column
exhibits additional information, whenever required. For in-
stance, it provides visual feedback of user-uploaded profiles or
geographical representation when the user selects his address.
Fig. 6 portrays a screenshot of questioning page.

IV. CONCLUSION

Leveraging the features of ITC and considering the psycho-
logical aspects of the users, we successfully developed a web-
based tool which can explore the potential energy sharing sites
and partners. The system is capable of coupling with other
simulation and optimisation solutions which rely on the data
collection from users. The automated user-specific question
answering mechanism is designed to provide a tailor-made ex-
perience to users based on their behaviour and the requirement
of a particular piece of information. The system provides for
amalgamation of knowledge from different domains including
technical, economic, and legal along with an opportunity for
users to connect with these domain experts. Users accessing
the platform can find energy sharing opportunities in their
vicinity, connect to other prospective partners, get estimates
of energy and monetary savings, check technical, economic,
and legal viability of a solution, among other functionalities.
This multifaceted tool serves as a crucial bridge between other
innovative data driven models and user data by incorporating
psychological aspects of users. The demands of MGs and P2P
energy sharing platforms can be anticipated to increase even
further, forming a confluent relationship with a rise in grid’s
renewable penetration. The tool proposed in this paper can
prove to be instrumental in facilitating the realisation of these
solutions in real world conditions.
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